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Broad class of amorphous materials 
require nonzero stress to flow













Yield stress of granular materials, e.g., sediment transport 
https://physics.aps.org/articles/v5/137
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yw6zcas1ed2wv25/movie_softnotch8run1.avi?dl=0
Robots on complex terrain
Li, Zhang, & Goldman, Science (2013)Mars rover (Opportunity) stuck 
in regolith
Huang, Ran, & Blumenfeld, PRE (2016)
Clark, Petersen, & 
Behringer, PRE (2014)
What are optimal 
strategies for 
robot / terrain 
interaction?
Dense swarms: active soft matter
Ramaswamy, Annual Reviews (2010)
Marchetti, et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. (2013)
What are optimal dense swarming strategies? 
How do local shape/interactions/activity 
affect global performance?
